This paper considers recon gurations of polygons, where each polygon edge is a rigid link, no two of which can cross during the motion. We prove that one can recon gure any monotone polygon into a convex polygon; a polygon is monotone if any vertical line intersects the interior at a (possibly empty) interval. Our algorithm computes in O(n 2 ) time a sequence of O(n 2 ) moves, each of which rotates just four joints at once.
di cult, it is natural to look at special classes of linkages and prove that at least they can be straightened. For example, consider the class of monotone chains, where every vertical line intersects the chain at a point or not at all. Such a chain can easily be straightened by repeatedly (1) rotating the rst link until it lines up with the second link, and (2) fusing these links together into a single \ rst link." This motion induces no crossings because it preserves monotonicity throughout.
This paper addresses the analogous question of straightenability for polygons (a linkage whose underlying graph is a cycle): Can every polygon be recon gured into a convex polygon? In other words, can every polygon be convexi ed? This question was also raised by the researchers mentioned above. Note that a convex polygon can be recon gured into any other convex polygon with the same clockwise sequence of link lengths 11], and hence the question is equivalent to the fundamental question for polygons 13]: Can every polygon be recon gured into any other polygon with the same clockwise sequence of link lengths?
In this paper we focus on the case of monotone polygons. Similar to the case of chains, a polygon is monotone if the intersection of every vertical line with the interior of the polygon is an interval, that is, either a single vertical line segment, a point, or the empty set. See Figure 1 for an example. A monotone polygon consists of two chains, the upper chain and the lower chain. Each chain is weakly monotone in the sense that the intersection with a vertical line is either empty, a single point, or a vertical edge. 1 The left right] ends of the upper and lower chains may be identical (like point A in Figure 1 ), or they may be connected by a vertical edge (like edge (B; C) in Figure 1) .
In contrast to monotone chains, it is nontrivial to convexify monotone polygons. In this paper, we show that this is possible by a fairly simple motion consisting of a sequence of O(n 2 ) moves. We use just a single type of move, changing the angles of only four joints, which we show is the fewest possible. While the proof of correctness is nontrivial, our algorithm for computing the motion is simple and e cient, taking O(n 2 ) time.
Related Work
Let us brie y survey the work on recon guring linkages whose links are not allowed to cross.
The most related result, by Bose, Lenhart, and Liotta 5] , is that all monotone-separable polygons|monotone polygons whose upper and lower chains are separated by a line|can be convexi ed. Their motion involves translating almost all joints in the upper chain at once, and appears not to be extendible to general monotone polygons.
The only other result about convexifying classes of polygons is that every star-shaped polygon can be convexi ed 9]. A polygon is star-shaped if its boundary is entirely visible from a single point. This motion rotates all joints simultaneously, and it seems di cult to nd a motion involving few joints 15].
The remaining related results are for types of linkages other than polygons. For chains, the only nontrivial class (other than monotone chains) that is known to be straightenable is one-side segment visible chains 4]. A chain is one-side segment visible if every point on the chain can see on the left side of the chain to a point on a common segment. The straightening motion consists of a linear number of moves, each rotating at most three joints at once.
For tree linkages, it is known that the answer to the fundamental problem is \no" 3]: There are some trees which cannot be recon gured into other trees with the same link lengths and planar embedding. Indeed, there can be an exponential number of trees with the same link lengths and planar embedding that are pairwise unreachable. The complexity of determining whether a tree can be recon gured into another remains open.
Another way to change the problem is to allow linkages in higher dimensions. If we start with a polygon in the plane, and allow motions in three dimensions, then every polygon can be convexi ed. Indeed, a 1935 problem by Erd} os 8] asks whether a particular sequence of moves through 3D, each rotating only two joints (called a \ ip"), converges in nite time. While the answer is positive 7], the number of moves is unfortunately unbounded in n, as rst proved by Joss and Shannon 10]. Recently, it was shown that O(n 2 ) moves su ce 1], where each move rotates at most four joints.
If the polygon lies in three dimensions and we want to convexify it by motion through three dimensions, then it is surely not convexi able if it is knotted. But there are unknotted polygons that cannot be convexi ed 1]. The complexity of determining whether a polygon in 3D can be convexi ed also remains open. Amazingly, Cocan and O'Rourke 6] have shown that every polygon in d dimensions can be convexi ed through d dimensions for any d 4.
Outline
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 begins with a more formal description of the problem. Section 3 describes our algorithm for computing the motion, and Section 4 proves its correctness. In Section 5, we prove a lower bound that four joint angles must be changed in any motion of a polygon. We conclude in Section 6.
Background
This section gives more formal de nitions of the concepts considered in this paper: linkages, con gurations, and motions. Consider a graph, each edge labeled with a positive number. Such a graph may be thought of as a collection of distance constraints between pairs of points in a Euclidean space. A realization of such a graph maps each vertex to a point, also called a joint, and maps each edge to the closed line segment, called a link, connecting its incident joints. The link length must equal the label of the underlying graph edge. If a graph has one or more such realizations, we call it a linkage.
An embedding of a linkage in space is called a con guration of the linkage. In a simple con guration, any pair of links intersect only at a common endpoint, and in this case the links must be incident at this joint in the linkage. We consider only simple con gurations in this paper. A motion of a linkage is a continuous movement of its joints respecting the link lengths such that the con guration of the linkage remains simple at all times.
In this paper, we consider linkages embedded in the plane, whose graph is a single cycle. The con gurations are simple polygons, and so divide the plane into the exterior and interior regions (distinguished by the fact that the interior region is bounded). Joints of an n-link linkage are labeled j 0 ; j 1 ; : : : ; j n?1 in a counterclockwise manner: traversing the boundary in sequence j 0 ; j 1 ; : : : keeps the interior region on the left. The joint angle i is the interior angle at joint j i : i = 6 j i+1 j i j i?1 2 (0; 2 ). We call a joint straight if the joint angle is , convex if the joint angle is strictly less than , and re ex otherwise. A con guration is convex if none of its joints are re ex.
The question considered is whether every monotone con guration of a cycle linkage (or polygon) can be convexi ed, that is, moved to a convex con guration. We show this is true by giving an algorithm to compute such a motion.
Algorithm
As input, the algorithm requires a description (that is, the joint coordinates) of a polygon with n links. The algorithm computes a sequence of O(n) moves that ultimately straighten a joint. This joint angle is held xed so that it remains straight forever after, e ectively reducing the number of joints. As the algorithm continues, the con guration has fewer and fewer nonstraight joints. We stop when no re ex joint is left, and so the polygon is convex as desired.
First we need some notation for basic geometric concepts. { If j 1 belongs to the upper chain, the algorithm is similar.
Let us rst justify that the algorithm is well de ned.
Lemma 1 The de nition of p in
Step 1 is well de ned and at least 3. Proof: Because j 1 is re ex, ray(j 0 ; j 1 ) must intersect the polygon elsewhere than the segment (j 0 ; j 1 ). This implies that there are joints on both sides of the ray, and hence p is well de ned. Furthermore, because j 1 is re ex and the joints are oriented counterclockwise on the polygon, j 2 is right of ray(j 0 ; j 1 ). Hence, 2 is a valid value for p ? 1, so p 3. 2
Next we establish the time and move bounds. Our model of computation is a real random access machine supporting comparisons, basic arithmetic, and roots. Lemma 2 Step 2a takes constant time. Proof: First we need to show how to compute the time at which a halting event occurs. We parameterize the movement by the diagonal distance m = kj 1 j p k. See Proof: Consider such a joint j i . Because j 1 is a rightmost re ex vertex, j i is convex if it is right of j 1 . By monotonicity and the property that j i is right of ray(j 0 ; j 1 ), j i cannot be left of j 1 . The only case that remains is when j i has the same x coordinate as j 1 . Because we ignore straight joints, j i must in fact be j 2 in this case. Because j 1 is re ex, j 2 must be below j 1 . Now j 3 must be strictly right of j 2 , and hence the angle at j 2 is convex. 2
Next we need a general result about movement of quadrangles.
Lemma 7 Next we analyze the movement of j 1 relative to j p?1 's reference frame, determined by xing the position of j p?1 and keeping the axes parallel to the world frame's. This can be visualized by imagining that during the motion we translate the entire linkage so that j p?1 stays in its original position.
Lemma 9 j 1 rotates counterclockwise about j p?1 . Proof: Consider the relative movement of j 1 and j p about j p?1 . Joint j p is rotating counterclockwise about j p?1 and the angle 6 j 1 j p?1 j p is increasing by Lemma 8. Hence, j 1 must also be rotating counterclockwise about j p?1 .
2
We are now in the position to prove that the polygon remains simple and monotone throughout the motion.
Proof (Theorem 4): The only way that simplicity or monotonicity can be violated is that either a link intersects another link, or a vertical link rotates in the \wrong" direction. The wrong direction for link (j i ; j i+1 ) on the lower upper] chain is when j i+1 becomes left right] of j i . Consider the rst time at which a link intersects another, or a vertical link rotates in the wrong direction.
Suppose rst that a vertical link (j i ; j i+1 ) rotates in the wrong direction. for them to be on opposite sides of ray(j 0 ; j 1 ). Hence, j p?1 and j p must be convex because they are right of j 1 which is a rightmost re ex vertex. Thus, joints j i?1 and j i+2 are both left of the link (j i ; j i+1 ); that is, (j i?1 ; j i ) belongs to the lower chain and (j i+1 ; j i+2 ) belongs to the upper chain. This means that link (j i ; j i+1 ) is vertical because at this moment the link transitions from belonging to the lower chain to belonging to the upper chain. Hence, the polygon remains monotone.
Now suppose that two links intersect each other, but the polygon remained simple and monotone before this time. By Lemma 8, the joint angles 1 and p?1 approach , and hence the chain of moving links j 0 ; : : : ; j p cannot self-intersect. Hence, the only concern is whether any of these links could intersect the rest of the polygon. Hence, the links of the chain j 0 ; : : : ; j p?1 always remain inside W, so they cannot intersect links outside of W.
This leaves just one moving link, (j p?1 ; j p ). By Lemma 8, j p?1 rotates counterclockwise about j p . De ne v 0 to be the vertical ray emanating from j p that points away from the interior of the polygon, preferring upward if both directions are possible. Thus, v 0 points downward upward] when the link (j p ; j p+1 ) is not] on the lower chain. Let P denote the counterclockwise pie wedge centered at j p from the original position of j p?1 to a point on v 0 . Because monotonicity is preserved up to this point, P is empty of nonmoving links, and it also contains the entire sweep of (j p?1 ; j p ). 2 
Lower Bound
This section proves a simple lower bound on recon guring polygons, showing that we cannot hope to do better than rotating four joints at once.
Theorem 10 Any motion of a polygon requires changing at least four joint angles at once. Proof: Suppose that only three joints, A, B, and C, rotate. Because the joints between A and B have xed angles, the distance between A and B is xed. Thus, we can ignore the joints between A and B and just consider the \virtual link" (A; B). Similarly, we can consider virtual links (B; C) and (C; A). We are left with a triangle A; B; C of virtual links. Because a triangle is rigid, no motion of only three joints can move the linkage.
6 Conclusion
We have presented an O(n 2 )-time algorithm to compute a sequence of O(n 2 ) moves, each rotating the minimum possible number of only four joints at once, that recon gures a given monotone polygon into a convex polygon with the same link lengths. By running the algorithm twice we can nd a motion between any two monotone polygons with the same clockwise sequence of link lengths. Several interesting open problems remain. First, can our algorithm be improved to use o(n 2 ) moves each rotating o(n) joints? More generally, what is the tradeo between the number of simultaneously rotated joints and the number of moves?
Our result adds to the class of polygons that are known to be convexi able; previously, the only nontrivial classes were star-shaped polygons 9] and monotone-separable polygons 5]. A natural area of research is to explore more general classes of polygons. For example, is there a convexi able class containing both monotone and star-shaped polygons (other than trivial classes like the union)?
